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CONSTITUTION

OP IHB

WATURM HISTORY SOCIETY

OF MONTREAL.

Article 1st, The Society shall be called the

Natural History Society of Montreal, and

its chief object shall be the investigation of the

Natural History of Canada.

%d, It shall consist of an indefinite number of

Ordinary, Corresponding and Honorary Mem-
bers, all to be chosen by ballot. Ordinary Mem-
bers are those who pay an annual subscription of

five Dollars, or a life subscription of ten Pounds.

Corresponding Members are those who reside at

a distance from the city. Honorary Members can

be those only, who are distinguished for scientific

attainments*

A



3d, Propositions for the election of new Mem-
bers, whether Ordinary, Corresponding or Ho^

norar)r
, shall require to be made in writing and

seconded, and the name of the person proposed,

together with those ofthe proposer and seconder,

shall be placed in some conspicuous part of the

Society's room, till the next Ordinary Meeting, at

which the ballot on the proposal shall take place.

4th,
r

I he affirmative votes of two-thirds of the

Members present shall be required for the elec-

tion of an Ordinary Member, and those of three-

fourths, for that of a Corresponding or Honorary

Member, and for the two latter, the votes of

twelve Members, at least, shall be necessary.

5th9 There shall be elected annually, on the

18th day of May, for the government of the So-

ciety, the following Officers : viz. a President,

a 1st, 2d, and 3d Vice President, a Correspond-

ing Secretary, a Recording Secretary, a Treasurer

and a Librarian and Cabinet-keeper, and likewise

a Committee of five Members, which, together

with the Officers, shall constitute the Council of

the Society.

6th9 Corresponding Members shall have no

vote, and shall not be eligible to office in the So-

ciety, but Honorary Members shall enjoy all the

privileges of Ordinary Members, except in voting

for the election of Officers.
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Ijth, In the election of Officers and Commit-

tees, a simple majority shall be sufficient.

Sth, All motions which are not adopted unani-

mously, shall be determined by ballot.

9th, The Society shall meet on the last Mon.

day in every month, throughout the year, at 7
o'clock, P. M. from the 1st November to the 1st

April, and at 8 o'clock, P. M. during the remain-

der, and at every such Ordinary Meeting, ten

2vl embers shall be required to constitute a quorum.

Extraordinary Meetings may be held at other

times, at which fifteen Members shall be required

to be present.

10th, Bye-laws for the government of the So-

ciety may be made and altered from time to time,

but any intended alteration or addition shall be

announced and read one month previous to being

submitted to the ballot, and the assent of two-

thirds of the Members present shall be necessary

for its adoption.

Wth, No alteration in the Constitution can be

made, but on the written motion of three Mem-
bers, and after two months notice, and with the

assent of three-fourths of the Members present.

19th, Any Member may be expelled by a vote

of three-fourths of the Members present at an

Extraordinary Meeting called for the purpose.





BYE-LAWS,

OF MEMBERS.

1. All Ordinary Members shall be required to

pay their entrance subscription within two months
after election, and to sign their assent to the

Constitution of the Society. The second, and
all subsequent subscriptions, shall fall due on the

1st of May in every year.

2. Ordinary Members shall, on payment of

their fee
?
be furnished with a printed copy of the

Laws.
3. No Ordinary Member in arrear for one

year shall be eligible to hold office, or to vote,

and if, after two years, his debt still remains due,

he shall, if refusing to pay, be ipso facto ex-

pelled.

4. Corresponding Members shall pay no fee

—

if coming to reside in town, or wishing to be-

come Ordinary, they shall not require a new
election, but only the payment of the fees. They
are entitled to attend the Meetings of the So-

ciety.
* 5. Honorary and Corresponding Members

shall receive a Diploma gratis, to be forwarded
with the notice of the Corresponding Secretary

announcing their election. Ordinary Members
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shall pay to the Treasurer, for a Diploma, fiv§
shillings.

OF OFFICERS.

1. The President, when in the Chair, shall re*

gulate the order of the Meeting—shall in^

form the Society of the proceedings since the
last Meeting—shall direct the Secretaries to read
reports and communications, and to acknowledge
the latter when necessary— shall receive and read
motions, and cause the sense of the Society to be
taken on them—he shall announce to the So-

ciety what he may think concerns its interests

—

k

he shall keep order, but appeal maybe had from
his decision to the Society itself, provided it be
sustained by a written motion, signed by five

Members,-—he shall have a vote, and likewise a
casting vote.

2. The Vice-Presidents shall be named 1st,

2d and 3d, according to the number of votes in

flie election of each. In the absence of the Pre-

sident one of the Vice-Presidents shall' preside

according to precedence, and shall have all the

duties and privileges of President.

3. The Corresponding Secretary shall conduct
all the Correspondence of the Society—shall an^

nounce to Members their election—shall read

all communications, made to him, relating to the

Society, and shall acknowledge all donations.

4. The Recording Secretary shall take minutes

of the proceedings of the Meetings of the So-

ciety, and keep a record of them—shall have the

charge of all papers belonging to the Society

—

shall read the report of Committees—shall con-

duct all ballots and elections (under the direc-

tions of the Presiding Member)—and he shail
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give notice of the monthly and special Meetings

of the Society, at least forty-eight hours before^

hand.

5. A Secretary, if necessarily absent, shall de*

pute another Member to fill his place for the

evening.

6. 1 he Treasurer shall have the charge of all

monies belonging to the Society—shall collect

all fees, fines, &c.—shall pay all accounts which
have been previously approved by the Council

—

keep a regular account of income and expendi-

ture, which is to be made up, semi-annually, to

the 1st May and 1st November. He shall pro-

cure the signature and assent of new Members

(at the time of receiving their fees), to the laws

of the Society.

7. The Librarian and Cabinet-keeper shall

have charge of the Library and Cabinet, and
shall be accountable for tli£ Books and Speci-

mens—he shall keep separate Catalogues of the

Books and Specimens.

8. The Officers and all the Members of the

Council shall be elected in the following man*
ner :—each Member present, having written the

names of those he selects for the different Offices,

shall place the paper folded and without signa-

ture, in the ballot-box : the Recording Secretary
shall then examine the Lists, and report to the

President or Presiding Member, the number of
votes for each person, and the person having the

majority of votes for any Office, shall be duly
elected to fill it.

OF IKE COUNCIL.

The Council (composed of all the OfFicers,and
of the Committee elected at the same time), shall
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conduct all the business of the Society, report-
ing yts proceedings at each Ordinary Meeting,
for approval. The Council shall have the direc-

tion of the Cabinet, and shall cause the Speci-
mens to be properly arranged and labelled. It
may purchase or make agreements for Specimens.
The Council shall choose a Chairman, who

shall preside at its Meetings, but in his absence
any other Member may be called to the chair.

Any five Members may constitute a Quorum at

any stated Meeting, or after due notice of a
Special Meeting; The Chairman or any two
Members may calf a Meeting, but there shall be a
regular Meeting on the Friday preceding the
last Monday in each Month, for the purpose of
drawing up a report of its proceedings. The
Council shall refer any thing of importance to*

the Society itself.

OF COMMITTEES.

1. On the first Monthly Meeting after the
1

Election of Officers, there shall be elected five

Members, who shall have the superintendance of
the Library, and be called the Library Com-
mittee. It shall recommend to the Librarian to

procure what Books it may be proper to pur-

chase (provided the price of any one work do
not exceed twelve dollars, in which case re-

ference must be had to the Society, and provid-

ed also that the amount of money laid out for

Books, do not exceed the appropriation made by
the Society or its Council). The Library Com-
mittee shall report to the Council, any new pur-

chases, before the Friday preceding the Monthly
Meeting of the Society. It shall form a 1Cata-

logue, to be left with the Librarian. It shall



VjecideAvUst Books may be taken out, and what
not, and on what terms, and shall exact fines for

imn-performance of the conditions, it shall re-

port to the Society the state of the Library, o:>

the last Monday in April.

& On the last Monday in April, there shall

be elected three Members to form' the Com-
mittee of Finance. Jt shall examine the Trea-
surer's account and report thereon, and likewise

report on the income and expenditure of the

Society for the last year.

3. On the last Monday in April, there shalt

be elected five Members to form the Committee
of Publication, to whom all the Essays read be-

fore the Society, shall be referred, to the end
that they may select those that may appear of

sufficient value, and cause them to be published.

OF THE CABINET.

The Cabinet shall be in charge of the Cabinet-

keeper. It shall include four departments, viz t

of Zoology, Botany, Mineralogy and Miscella-

nies, for each of which a Separate catalogue shall

be made by the Keeper> wherein each specimen
shall be entered, and numbered, to correspond

with the number affixed to itself. No Specimen
shall be allowed to be taken cut, unless with |h$

consent of the Council, or its Committee supers

intending the particular department to which
the Specimen belongs. Duplicate Specimens may
be exchanged by the Committees upon receiv-

ing an equivalent. Donations to the Cabinet
shall be entered in the catalogue of the depart-

ment to which they belong, and the name of the

donor entered opposite to those of the Specimen^.
Every Member shall have access to the Museum,
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at the times that may be appointed for visiting;

it by the Council, and any Member may intro-

duce visiters No case shall be opened without

the knowledge of the Keeper.

OF THE LIBRARY.

The Library shall be in charge of the Libra-

rian, under the superintendance of the Library

Committee.
The Library Committee shall cause catalogues

of the books to be kept, and shall determine

what books may be allowed to circulate, and
what may not be taken out cf the Library. ,

Any Member wishing to take out a bock', must
apply to the Librarian on the proper days, (to be

fixed by the Committee,) and the Librarian shall

enter in a book, kept for that purpose, the title

of the book and date of borrowing, under the

name of the said Members. Any book (except

periodical works,) may be kept two weeks, and
if not then returned, the Members retaining the

book shall be subject to a fine of Is, 3d. and an
additional fine of Is. 3 J. for every succeeding

week, to be imposed on the eighth day from the

preceding one. Periodical works, which have
not been three mouths in the Library, can be
retained only seven days, but those that have
been in the Library for a longer time, shall be
subject to the same rules as other books.

Books returned at the appointed time may, if

not wanted by other Members, be renewed for

another fortnight.

No book shall be purchased for the Library,

unless it shall treat of some scientific subject, or

of some branch of Natural History ; but dona-

tions of books on any subject, may be received.,



Books, when hound, shall have the words
4i Natural History Society" stamped on their

bac ks.

On [he Monday preceding the Meeting of the

Society in April, all hooks shall be called in, and
the Library examined by the Library Com-
mittee.

Any Member injrring or defacing a book shall

be lined, or required to replace the work, or pay
its value, at the discretion of the Committee.

Lines shall be paid to the Librarian, and by
him to the Treasurer.

No Member shall be allowed to have out a

book, while his fine remains unpaid.

Or MEETING S.

I. An Ordinary Meeting of the Society shall

be held on the last Monday of every month
throughout the year, at which ten Members shall

be a quflrrnr.

% Special Meeting?, may be called by the

President, or one of the Vice-Presidents, provid-

ed they be sanctioned by three other Members,
and provided that a notice of the object of the

Meeting shall be given at the same time with

th 3 notification to Ritemi* At such Special

Meetings, it shall require fifteen Members to

constitute a quorum.
3, At any Meeting>ef the Society, the Presi-

dent, if present, shall preside, or if not, any of
the Vice-Presidents in order of their precedence,

and if they shall be absent, any other Member
who may he elected ; and the person presiding

in the absence of the President, shall have the

same privilege*.

4. At any Ordinary Meeting of the Society,
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the following order of business shall be ob-
served, viz :— ^
K The Chair shall be taken at 7 o'clock, P. M,

from 1st May to 1st November, and at 8 o'clock
during the remaining time, for the transaction of
private business, which shall not be protracted
beyond one hour.

2. The minutes of the last Meeting shall be
read by the Recording Secretary.

&. Reports of Committees shall be announced
by the President, and read by the Recording
Secretary.

4<. Communications and Reports shall be read

by the Corresponding Secretary.

5. Report of the Council shall be read by the

Ptecording Secretary.

6. Donations and additions to the Museum or
Library shall be exposed on the table and no-,

ticed by the President.

7. Motions, if any, shall be made, and any
Miscellaneous business transacted.

8. New Members proposed at the last Meeting,

shall be ballotted for ; and the names of new
Members, proposed for ballot at the next MeeU
jag, shall be announced.

ii. i he Minutes of the Meeting shall be read,

which concludes the private business.

JO. Visiters may be introduced by permission,

of the President.

1 1. Chair taken for public business.

1°2. Any Essay presented will be read, and
time being allowed for conversation thereon

3 the

Society shall adjourn.



INSTRUCTIONS

TOR

$?re.«crtung ©ttfectg of Natural Mstovv*

RESPECTFULLY ADDRESSED!

BV THE

JXATUH&ImHISTORYZOCIZT-Z Or

TO PERSONS WILLING TO ASSIST ITS LABOURS

AND ADD TO ITS MUSEUM-

As the Society is anxious that its Cabinet should contain a Specimen

©f every known product of the three kingdoms of nature, it has prepared

the following instructions for the use of those who may feel an interest in

the Society's prosperity and" who may be willing to contribute to its col-

lection. The following instructions are drawn up as shortly and as dis-

tinctly as possible.

I. THE ANIMAL KINGDOM.

PREPARING THE SPECIMENS.

OF QJUDRDPEDS.

Quadrupeds sufficiently small to be inclosed in a bottle ought to be put

into spi rituous liquor, but those of dimensions too large to be put into spirits,

should be skinned and care taken to leave the bones of the feet and
head (from which the brains must have been removed) or if that is not

[possible, at least send the jaws. Before you begin to skin an animal; fill



H
it? mouth with flax, cotton or ary soil substance ; if the-e be any vram.$
•apabie of letting out the b'ood, cotton or tow must also be introduce <f

into it. This done, stretch out the animal on its back, and taking pre.

eisely the midde of the belly, turn back the hairs to the right and to th<v

left and open, the skin in a line from the arch or hollow of the groin t'»

the .stomach
;
you may even prolong the opening as tar as the collar bone,

but as you acquire more dexterity, you will be enabled to decrease or

shorten it. Great care must be taken not to injure the muscles of th<*.

bcily or the ©atrai's wiU fall .out and soil the skin; these precautions

taken, separate thA skin from the flesh. both to the right and k ft of thi
belly ('placing pads of tow, moss, cotton or any soft substance, between
it and the body as you separate it) as far as possible towards the posterior

part. Disengage the anir, which separate carefully from the intestines,

.

so as to (lisp ay that part in its natural arrangement. Cut the tail ante-
riorly and. then separate each thigh at its junction with the bones of the
body. Until this moment the animal has remained on its back, but now
lay it on its side, the posterior part to the leflMand the paws turned towards
you./ In this position the thighs, being separated, recede towards the rij;ht,

and give more facility for skinning the back ; this last part is always th ;

easiest It is sufficient, for Quadrupeds of a middling size, to take thi>

skin in one hand and the body in the ether,, and by drawing them in con-

trary directions, to unskin the body as far as the shou : ders. When you
have arrived thus far, cut the arm or fore leg at the shoulder joint, theu

disengage or separate it from the body, put it again into the skin And turn

the animal to perform the same with the other side. Continue to unskn
tiie neck, and pass the head from,with in the skin with the heip of a knife.

Unskin the h^al as far as the end of the nose, taking care to cut the
ears as near as possible to the skull ; be particu'ar y careful not to injure

the eyelids, and not to cut the lips too close. When all this is done,,

separate the head from the trunk, taking away the n usc.es in such a
manner that all the bones which compose *it be naked or dean. Enlarge
the hole in the skull by means of a sharp instrument and scoop cut th'i

brains,—(the handle of a spoon is,, very proper Jfer this operation.)

When the. head is well cleaned, put it' back into the^in ; then take one
of the fordegs and skin it as far as possible, always drawing it towards

you and pushing the skin the contrary way ; that- done, take away the

whole of the flesh, carefully preserving the ligaments which unite tho

bones, then replace the leg in its skin ar.d operate upon the other. Af-

terwards treat the hind legs in the same way— that is to say, skin them as

fir as t&3- cJaws, separate the tendons and ligaments from the muscles,

leave them adhering to the herd of the knee, then take ail the flesh ojf

thi bones and thrust the leg back into the skin.
T
t only new remains to

skin the tail which 's the mott difficult. To enable ycu to do so,, diser«-

gage or bars the fiftt two or three joints ; tie them strong'y with a cord,.

wVcli fasten to a cramp iron or to a wall hook
;
pass aciei't stick between

the corl which ho ds the tail and the skin, that's, oh the bare joint,

which are of course placed within the e'eft ; w.th a hand on each side

draw ih • stick towards the extremity and the tail comes cut of its sheath.

After h iving filled up the body, thighs, head, and eyes with tow, or other

soil substance in the same quantity as the flesh taken from it, and rubbing

well the inside of the skin with pepper or any strong aromatic substance

which wid keep away vermin, and sprinkling some of the same,stuff oa

the outside, and Arranging the body in a convenient position ; the skin is

tiicn in a fit state for being packed.

When you can add tjp perfect .skeleton of the same it would be a greet

j$rvic3 to science by aiding our collection of objects in Comparative
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Anatomy. It is not necessary lo mount the skeletons,' Irut it is eufetitui

lifter having boiled the bones, taken the flesh oil, and dried them, to put

u\i those belonging" to the same animal in a bag (collecting together all

the bones of the same part,) fining it up with moss, weed, thre<k of paper

•r any other soft and dry substance, that they may not <N"U.se each ota-r.

Envelope thj^e in paper which are very Crague, and take great cart ml
to lose any.

BIRDS.

If you can procure birds, take care to proportion the shot to their size^

not to injure the skins. "When the bird fa..s, wipe the b.ood away a*

much as possib!e, and put a litt e cotton, moss or tow in the beak, that

the blood may not run from it and injure the leathers partlcu.ariy those

of the head ; should they be soiled clean the p umage wah a sponge and
warm water. After the head is co.d and the biood is eoagu ated, take it

Ly the claws and the tail to p ace it in a paper, of the form of a hollow

cone. These instructions relate to the manner of bringing of birds to the

place of operation. Birds are skinned like quadrupeds. The incision

may be made either a ong the midd.e of the bel.y or under the wing of a
fcize sufficient to allow the body to pass through. Lut take care to pre-

serve the feet and head With the same precaution, but they shju.d be more
immediateiy skmned, because when putrefaction takes p*aee, the featlun
fall off. In cutting the skin, take care to bond bnck the feathers that

tney may not be sohed. Leave the sinail bone near the tail with the
jkin, otherwise the feathers of the.tail would be liable to fall oft ; also

leave the bones at the extremity of the wings. The tongue and eyes are
to be carefully removed. It is desirable, if possible, to procure at the
6ime time, the male and female, and individuals of the iamc species of

different ages; for birds a'.ter much a£ccrJ::;y to ifieuagc; there are
several which have even been taken fordifiercnt species, it is also very

useful to have the nests and eggs. To preserve the eggs, make a little

hole at Oiie end, empty it and iiil it up again wrth wax, or leave it empty.
The skeletons of those birds too large to be put in spirits, should also Le
lent. It is useless to stuif the birds. They would occupy too much room,
Ukd this operation, which cannot be done well by any one whj# is not ex-

perienced in it, is much butter performed when the skins have arrived at

their destination. It is sulhcient for the skins, the feet, and head, tu v«
well preserved.

of fish, RF.rTii.i:s, &c

As to Jishy the species differ, not only according to the country, but
even according to the rivers and lakes they inhabit ; it is therefore essen-
tial that all be procured. Put them into spirits, or when they art
too large, send the skin only, merely dried, taking care to preserve the
head and fins, l^ay the fish, which should be fresh, 0.1 its side, and cut
<-ut the gills with a pair of scissor » then fill up the cavity with tow, to
prevent biood or moisture flowing out ; when this is done, with a damp
sponge, carefully wipe the sides of the fish, raise the fins, and geutiy ex-
tend them. Then cut two pieces of paper the shape of each fin, but a
little larger

; rub a solution of gum arabic on one of the pieces, th.'-a

place it under the fin and spread it out, press the corresponding piece on
the top, where it will adhere, and drying in a le w minutes, will keep the
-parts extended. Take a piece of thin sLk, or gau.se paper, and neati^
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*dver dnc side of the fihli. The natural g'uton which cover? (he scale*

will cause it to adhere firmly. Jt will firmly dry and form a* strong ruse;

by which the scales will be preserved in their natural position whue yoii.

take oft' the skin. After the first coat is dry, you can apply one or two*

more, if necessary, using gum-water to the paners. \V hen they aite

thoroughly dryr turn the fish on a soft cloth, with the uncovered side up-
wards

;
open it with sharp scissors, from the tail to near the nose, along

the lateral line, cutting open the cheek to enable you to c ean the cheek
of the opposite side under the bone ; for unless th's be done, and the

caiHy be filled with tow or cotton, it will inevitably shrink. To detach
the skin from the flesh, begin at the head and work downwards, using a

sharp knife in cleaning the flesh from the skin, cutting off the fin bone
with scissors. Take away from the skin as much matter as possib c, and
dust it with pepper* &c. Stuff the skin to its proper dimension*,

with tow or cotton, and sow up the opening w'th a needle ami thread:

In a few days it will dry, when the papers may be taken off by damping
them with a sponge. Cover in tow and pack in boxes. Serpents may be
managed in the same way, or preserved in spirits, it is the same with
reptiles. In skinning serpents, take care not t<» injure tlve scules ; and
great caution must be used not to break the tails of awards. It is desira-

ble to send the skeletons of fish and reptiles which are too large to, be put

into spirits ; these skeletons need not be mounted. It is sufficient to take

away the flesh rudely and to dry the bones together thoroughly without,

separating them. The whole skeleton should be p aced m a box with

tow, mos?, cotton or very fine dry sand. If it be too long, it may be di-

vided into two or three parts.

or INSECTS:

insects are very various nedirding to the climate or the nature of thrt

soil, and are the most difticu't to procure. ]f you feel inclined to collect

in this branch of Zoology do not confine yourself to the largest and
richest in colour, but coilect all without distinction. Catch those which
are furnished with wings and fly about plants, with small fine nets ; those

which swim in the water by the same means. Seize those with pincers

which, live on putrid and disgusting substances and throw them into a^y
kind of spirits to clean them. A multitude of insects nourish themseivel

on trees
;
procure the greater part by carefully searching under the old

barks of the trunks and by shaking the branches over a cloth or reversed

umbrella. Insects may be killed by inverting over them a glass tumbler

or other vessel and bringing it to the edge of the table, holding two or

three lighted matches under it, or they may be killed by touching their

heads w,th spirits of turpentine or immersing them ia spirits of wine.

"When you take an insect, seize it by the breast and stick it in a box, on
,cork, or was, with a long pin. To prevent the injury from the wings

continuing to flutter, pin a small strip of paper across them which' may
remain till they are dry. When the insects are dry put them into small

thin boxes, with, cork or soft wood, as the cross-cut of deal, at the bottom,

pinning them very securely, to prevent their being detached. It is very

useful to procure the caterpillar as well as the butterfly. When you find

the caterpillar only, it should be put into a box with some J eaves of the

plant on wb'ch it was found, that it may transform itself. A small hole

should be made in the box to admit the air. All insects, except butter-

flies may be put into spirits ; it is the best method of sending those which
are large and it has the advantage of pi eserving the interior organs, which
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M&y be examined when there is occasion. As heavy insects may Unn*

I hemselves from the cork or wax in the small box and one loose insect

Jflsty break all the rest, it is a more simple method of preserving those of

the beetle kind to place them, when dry, in a box of very fine sand.

First put a row of insects on-a layer of sand, then cover them with

another layer of sand about an inch thick ; then place a second row of insects

knd continue this method until the box is quite full : the sand must be

well heaped up, that nothing may be deranged by the carriage. This is

a'so a good method for crabs and such like animals. It is evident that

\ou cannot employ it for butterflies or any other animals of a soft sub-

stance.
r
l lie first ought to be put in boxes—the latter in spirits. Send,

in particular, spiders and insects said to be venemous : those which are

most destructive, such as ante, ike, and add the nests when they are suffi-

ciently solid for conveyance ; the insects to which medical properties are

attributed; those which are employed in dying or any other useful pur-

poses, and also all productions of insects which may interest by their sin-

gu'arity, and Wh:ch are calculated to give new ideas of the instinct of

these animals. It must be remembered, in collecting insects, to send a
branch or leaf of the tree or plant with which they nourish themselves,

and send this' with a number corresponding to that of the insect.

of shell risir.

Immediately after gathering the shells, dip them in scalding water, that

the animal inhabitants may be destroyed ; after which let them remain
for two or three minutes to cool ; then pick out the animal with a pointed

instrument : put them in cold water, in which they may lie till they are

taken out to be cleaned. Shells encrusted with extraneous matter, shou'd

be allowed to steep two or three minutes in warm water, in order to

moisten these substances, and to extract, as much as possible, the marine
sa'ts. Brush them well with a soft brush

;
strong soap may be used, with

a piece of woollen or linen cloth, to rub them. Finish them with a soft

brush and fine emery or sand, and pack them in cotton. Land shells arc

particularly valuable. As to crabs and lobsters, note, the names under
which they are known ; those which inhabit the sea-shores, those of fresh

water, those which live on land and those which are eaten by the natives.

Content yourselves with sending the shell only of those which are of larger

size and wash them well in fresh water before you dry them. The smaller

kind should be put in spirits ; but before you do so it is very necessary to

cleanse them in fresh water to free them entirely from the dirt or marine
Va t with which they are impregnated. Without this, the greater part

would be destroyed, even in the spirits.

It is to be desired that every animal which is sent in the skin, inspirits,

in the skeleton, dc. shou'd be accompanied by a note, stating precisely

the country in which the. animal was found ; the season in which it was
taken; the manner in which it nourished itse f ; its habits ; the name it

bore in its own country ; it" it be useful or destructive ; the uses that are
m ule of its skin, its fle^h, its fat, &o. ; the popu'ar opinions or superstitions

which relate to it amongst the natives ; these notes shou'd each have a
number corresponding to that of the animal to which they relate. It is

essentia that these numbers should not be written on white paper or on
parchment but either painted in oil on wood or metal or stamped on hard sub-
il irices and fastened with a brass wire or very strong cord, either to the skirs

enclosed w the Cases, or to the bottles, &c. which contain the animals.
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OF PACKING ZOOLOGICAL OBJECTS.

We have previously only alluded to the preparing of the Specimen*
with which our friends may be willing to favor our Museum, but we must
flow speak of the method of packing these objects, so that they may ar-
rive in a good state of preservation.

When you pack the skin of an animal, commence by shaking away the
insects already lodged ; it will then be sufficient to pass all over the in-
side of the skin with a brush dipped in spirits of turpentine. Pack the
skin, lightly in cotton or any soft substance impregnated with turpentine,
camphor, "or any such article. Then place the skin in the case, which
cover all over with pitch to defend it from damp,, and to prevent the air

from getting in. For want of spirits .of turpentine, use a decoction of very
bitter and aromatic herbs, with which wet the skins before you enclose

them, and besprinkle them internally and externally with pounded to-

bacco, pepper or allspice. The same precautions are used for birds ;

each bird must have a little cotton inside it, not to give it entirely its form
but to prevent the different parts

1

of the skin from touching. It should
then be placed in a paper bag weil closed and the bags put into a case
covered with pitch. The above methods are simple and easy and take
but little time. "As to the preservation ofanimals in spirituous liquors, of all

vessels, ghu=s bottles arc the best, for whatever precautions are tahen, a
portion of the liquor will evaporate through the pores of wood ; square
bottles are to be preferred, if easily had, because they arrange better in

«ases. The perfect preservation of the animal depends on the quantity of

tlie liquor, the manner of placing thcin in the bottles and the method of

filing the bottles. Gin, Run1
., .Brandy, in short all spirituous liquors are

equally good, but those which are least coloured are preferred. Before

you put the animal in the liquor .take away ali the likh and free it from

dirt which would soil it : then take precautions that it may not touch
.{he bottom of the' vessel'; without this it not only sinks down but becomes
corrupted : or if sufficiently strong to bear it, a thread may be passed

through the cork and through the object so as to suspend it, and thus you
may place several animals in the same vessei either by the side of

one another or at different heights
;
they will tloat in the liquor with-

out touching, and the mucous substances which detach themselves from
them, fill to the bottom of the vessel, cr you may content yourselves by
placing each animal in a kind of net or bag ; tie these bags to the cork

and they remain suspended in the vessel. Make a little incision in the
- ' belly of animals with vertebrae or central column of the skeleton, that

this iiquor may penetrate into the interior of the body. Camphorated
Spirits are good because the camphor augments the preserving quality of

tile liquor without adding to its force. It is requisite to add to the liquor

after the animal has been in it some days, to ensure its preservation : this

precaution, is especially necessary for those which are most susceptible

of corruption. Then seal the bottles : you should have a stuff easily pre-

pared, which dries and acquires all its solidity even in the moment of

employing it. ; on which the spirits has no efl'ect, and which perfectly ad-

here* tr the glass. The following will do ; common route, yellow wax, and
i:ed ochre, or pounded brick, in the portions according to conskter.ee, and

may be applied by a linen on a stick, or if to a small phial, by im-

mersing' its beck. Cork stoppers are preferable to all others, because

these of glass often break from various causes. It is useful again to cover

the bott-ei thus closed with a piece of linen, firmly tied, and imbued with

liquid pitch, and for large bottles, to support the cork with a strong piece
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-of string which by being fastened to the circumference of the bottle*,

forms a cross above the cork. Bottles thus prepared, may without incon-

venience, be turned over in all directions, exposed to ail the tossing* of

the tempest* or transportation, and support the t.troiigc»t heat without

the liquor escaping.

a VEGETABLE KINGDOM.

The treasures of this kingdom are not Jess important or interesting tnati

that of the animal, and its objects though more numerous, are more easi.'y

procured and transported. All plants which are destined for preservation,

ought, as often as possible, to be gathered in flower ai;d in fruit. When
the piant is small take it entire, even with the root ; when it is Jarge, ctit

branches about 12 to 15 inches long. The easiest method and one of the
best is to use an old book suited to the size of the plant. Place the plaiit

with the parts sufficiently spread out on a leaf and close the book upo:i it

Then put over it a piece of wood as large or larger than the book cn
which the weight is to be placed, and the whole to remain so in a dry
place for five or six days. Several plants, if not very thick, may he put
into the same book and pressed at the same time, taking care to put them
in different parts of the book. After they are dry they maybe easily kept
in a book, and any notices, written on paper, and affixed to them by a hole
in the paper and passing the stalk through it. When no book large

enough is at hand, put the plants well extended between leaves of common
news-paper or blotting-paper, using similar pressure as above, which must
not be removed till they have become dry. It is generally sufficient for

their perfect drying, that the specimens should be separated by several

sheets of brown paper. In humid countries and seasons, it is desirable

to accelerate their drying by an artificial heat. For that purpose, p*ace
& number of plants between two planks, separate from each other by two
or three sheets of paper, and place this packed in a stove or oven, after

the bread is taken out ; this quick method does not even alter the colour.

When they are dry, change the paper. There are some plants which
are very watery, and which continue to vegetate in the herba's several

months after they have been placed there. When these plants are

gathered in the state in which ycu wish to preserve them, plunge them
for a minute into boiling water, then put them between two leaves of

brown paper, they will afterwards dry quickly, as the action of the boi;ing

water will have destroyed the life of the plant. You will take notice

that in laying out any plant for drying, you will put it into such a position

as will at least shew to advantage the form of the flowers, leaves, &c.

without putting it into any unnatural position. Grasses, which should

always be gathered in ilower and fruit, need no further preparation thi:i

drying and not pressed. To suit them to the size of the book or

parcel that is to hold them they may be doubled two or th:ee times ;

mosses, likewise, need no further preparation than mere drying and may
be packed by roiling the heap of moss in a paper inclosing the necessary

notices of its locality, time of gathering, abundance, tic. olc.

On each packet of plants of the same species, put a note indicating the
name the plant bears in its own country, the height of the country above
the level of the sea, if known ; in short the same notes which are re*
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quired for animals. It is also useful lo notice the heights of the plant, flw •

colour of its flowers! and the odour they exhale, as these cannot always be *

learned from dried specimens.

Ilerbals, when they are perfectly dry, should be packed in cases

covered with pitch to defend them from mice and insects ; and it will be

prudent to add a litt.c cotton imbued with turpentine or any aromatic

tubstance.

The fruits of trees may also be sent, the dried in cases with tickets

which indicate the branch or specimen to which they belong ; the puipy

should be put in spirits, in separate phials. Gums, resins and other ex-

crements of trees, should also be sent in the same manner ; and also,

packed similarly to the herbals with similar notes. ...
As seeds may enable, us to propagate plants not before known

;
they

will be very acceptable. They should be gathered when perfectly ripe,

jmd well wrapped up (with a paper giving the name, locality, properties,

ice. of the plant which produces), to keep them from the least exposure

to damp. You cannot take too much care of assuring yourself of the ripe-

ness of the seeds as it is useless to send seeds not arrived at maturity.

Piants which are used in medicine, and are used by the inhabitants for

healing purposes, and all vegetable poisons should particularly be sent,

with notices of their properties attached.

It is also desirable to send specimens of useful woods. Ihese specimens

ought to be about four inches long, and if possible, the usual width of the

tree ; also a longitudinal and transversal cut of the tree, but it is most es»

sential to put a number on the wood, corresponding to the branch of the

tree in the herbal, for botanists are still ignorant to what trees several of

the woods belong which are made use of by tiie natives or used in the
commerce and trade of the country.

HI. MINERAL KINGDOM.

Minerals form the third kingdom of nature and are equally interesting and
ecmally useful as the productions of the other two kingdoms. In collect-

ing fragments or specimens of rocks, minerals, volcanic productions or fossil

organised bodies, it is most essential to note their stratification well, that
is to say, the nature of the place in which they are found, and their rela-

tive position with the minerals which environ them. In detaching speci-
mens from the mass, take eare to leave round the principal metal or
crystal, if such is the nature of the mineral, cither portions of the other
metals or minerals which are associated with it or of the stony substances
which often accompany it, especially those which are cristallized. If

you find earths which contain the remains of organized beings, such as

the bones of animals, shells, impressions of fish and vegetables, collect,
with care, specimens of their different bodies, having them enveloped in
a portion of the earth or stone in which they were fixed. In case vou
should find any traces -of volcanic origin, procure specimens of the dif-

ferent substances thrown up by explosions, some of which are in a state of
Mone, others similar to glass, others in a state of scoria; or lava.
A ticket should be fixed to each specimen indicating the name of the

-country where it was found, the spot from which it was taken, and when.
Wherever warm or mineral waters are found, care should be taken to

£Ji phials with them, which thould be well corked and sealed. A note of
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mc place where found, the time and tiieir probable cause, siho.u'd ajfcc

*companv each phial.

In .some places foul or highly impregnated gases arise from the

bowels of the earth; these can be taken by placing a small tube or pipe

Tover the place where the gas issues ; this tube leading into the mouth of

- reversed phial, lilled with water, will then conduct the gas, and by the

accession of gas, the Water becomes displaced. It t.hou.d be then v. til

..corked and sealed.

It would be useful to collect the hand of small rivers, especially tho-e

which carry metallic spangles with them, but the sand must be -taken as

/ar from their mouths as possible.

In some countries, solitary masses are found, to which the people at-

^tribute a singular origin ; take fragments of them ; some of them may
.have fallen from the sky, others may have been transported by the revo-

lutions of the Globe. Those which have been positively known to have

fallen should be also noticed. A note mentioning the probable size o.f

rtheir masses, when and w here found, should accompany them.

In gathering the fragments of rocks, mines, volcanic productions, fossil

.organized bodies, the most essential thing is to notice their bearing, that

is to say, the nature of the soil where they are found, and their position

relative to the minerals which environ them. You need not trouble your-

self with large specimens ; as pieces from ;( to 3 inches, and .j inch thick

.are sufficient. Take large masses only when t}iey contain a fossil animal.

To pack the specimens, ..cover them first with moss, or soft substances
;

then roll them in paper ; and over that brown paper, inclosing with.-

in the packet the note descriptive of the mineral. Arrange carefully ail

.the specimens in a case, close upon one another, tilling the interstices well

with moss, &c. so that the whole forms a mass, which nothing can disturb.

The case should be covered with pitch, to defend it from air and damp.
When the cases are lilled, closed and covered with pitch, they should be
kept as steady as possible, not tumbled over carelessly, and should not on
a ay account be opened or unpacked, until they reach their "destination,

as there is always a risk of their being broken or injured.

Ad dresses, weapons, utensils, manufactures, 01 productions of the natives
will always be highly acceptable to the Society. To each article shou.d
.be attached a small note stating the use of each .article, how and where
made, and any other information concerning it, that may prove useful.

We shall always feel grateful, even for the slightest favors and ackuow.-
ledgemcnts, but at the same time we would hint, th^t the more attention
vou can afl'ord to our instructions, the more you will realize pur views for
the benefit of science and our country. These instructions have been
^compiled for the \isv of those who have not hitherto devoted themselves to

the study of Natural History, but it is hoped they may prove neither
prolix, nor obscure.

We shall always gratefully return, while in our power such duplicate^
&s yop may desire, to enrich your own Cabinet, if you have commenced any.

S. Sewell, Preside nt.

W. M'ivA v, Lt. Col.
"J

11. Hi Lt, A. C. G. '-Vice-Presidents.
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